David Gray

Silmarillion Jumble

Horizontal, vertical, diagonal or backwards - there are fourteen names hidden in the jumble. Clues are listed below. For increased difficulty, all symbols denoting punctuation have been removed in the jumble area.

NAILEMASLTS
ILUVATARIRO
QSLRNSLAVQ
AMANOSLKS
IDORIRAAULE
RMRFEMKAES
WAVATRALDML
RUDVDQNUAUH
FISINDLWTRIA
ARVAIRENAS
SORAESTAMUR

Find the following proper names hidden in the jumble above:

1. Creator of the Ainur
2. Valar living in the Outer Oceans and waters of Middle Earth
3. the Doomsman of the Valar
4. the Earth
5. Elbereth, wife of Manwë
6. brother of Melkor, King of Arda
7. the Weaver, spouse of Mandos
8. the World that Is
9. the last of the Valar to enter Eä
10. people of the stars
11. creator of the Two Lamps of the Valar
12. He who arises in Might
13. the Grey-elvës or Elves of the Twilight
14. mother of Lúthien
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Iluvatar
Ulmo
Mandos
Arda
Varda
Manwe
Vaire
Ea
Tulkas
Eldar
Aule
Melkor
Sindar
Melian